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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
CLEO B. MASON, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
WESTERN MORTGAGE LOAN 
CORPORATION, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
Case No. 860130 
Category 13(b) 
RESPONDENT'S BRIEF 
ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 
1. Is plaintiff entitled to prejudgment interest from the 
date of the wrong where the damages were fixed and ascertainable 
as of that date? 
2. Is plaintiff entitled to interest at the judgment rate 
from the date of the prior judgment which was reversed on appeal? 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of the Case. 
This is a breach of contract action to recover damages for 
unauthorized disbursement of construction loan funds. The only 
issue presented is the allowance of interest. 
B« Summary of Proceedings and Disposition in Trial Court. 
On August 14, 1978, Cleo Mason (plaintiff-respondent) 
brought an action against Western Mortgage Loan Corporation 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
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(defendant-appellant) for the unauthorized disbursement of 
construction loan funds. (R. 1-2.) Mason sought damages in the 
exact amount of $15,380.00, for two wrongful disbursements. (R. 
1-2.) The trial was held in January, 1982, and the court ruled 
in favor of Western on July 26, 1982. (R. 71-72.) After several 
post-judgment motions, Mason appealed in January, 1983. (R. 
113.) On August 30, 1985, this Court reversed and remanded with 
an order to rule in favor of Mason. (Mason v. Western Mortgage 
Loan Corp., 705 P.2d 1179 (Utah 1985); R. 129-132.) On January 
3, 1986, the trial court ruled in favor of Mason allowing the 
principal amount of $15,380.00, the exact amount sought in the 
original Complaint in August, 1978. (R. 155-156.) Subsequently, 
the trial court granted judgment which included interest in the 
amount of $6,789.86 (R 184-185.), computed at 12% from October 
14, 1982, the date of the trial court's Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law. (R. 82-83; 158-59.) Western appealed the 
entire remand proceeding. (R. 192.) Both parties filed motions 
and memoranda with this Court for summary disposition. This 
Court affirmed the award of damages to Mason, but reserved 
opinion on the issue of interest. 
C. Statement of Facts. 
In January of 1977, Mason arranged for a construction loan 
with Western for the purpose of building two homes in Santaquin, 
Utah. (R. 1, 3-5; Ex. 1, 4.) The loan was made directly to 
Mason, the property owner, and the lender, Western, was required 
to obtain the signed approval of Mason before disbursing any of 
2 
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the loan account funds to the contractor. At trial Western 
admitted the conditions of the agreement regarding disbursements. 
(R. 218, 272-273, 283.) 
Mason brought action against Western because several draw 
sheets were submitted and monies disbursed by Western to the 
builder without approval of Mason and the payments exceeded the 
limitations set forth in the itemized schedule of costs. (R. 
235-236, 295, 286-288.) 
At trial, Mason produced records proving Western's wrongful 
disbursement of monies. (Ex. 6, 7, attached hereto as Add. 3 
and 2.) Mason's Exhibit 6 pertained to the east Santaquin home 
and Mason's Exhibit 7 pertained to the west Santaquin home. 
Exhibits 6 and 7 are tabulated forms that list all of the 
expenditures from the bank and authorizations. These exhibits 
showed that $14,401.34 was wrongfully disbursed for the east home 
and $14,3 3 6.00 was wrongfully disbursed for the west home. (R. 
235-236; Ex. 6 and 7.) Together, the wrongfully disbursed money 
totalled $28,737.62, the amount this Court identified upon 
remand when it stated: "Mason established that Western had 
breached its contract with her by disbursing nearly $29,000.00 
in violation of the loan agreements. . . . " (705 P.2d at 1180; 
R. 129-132.) 
Mason was able to trace the disbursements to show that 
$6,716.34 on the east house was believed to have been paid to 
subcontractors for her construction, but $7,685.00 was untrace-
able after it was paid to the builder. (R. 148; Ex. 6.) 
3 
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Tracing of disbursements on the west house showed that $6#641.28 
was believed to have been paid to subcontractors after the 
disbursements were paid to the builder, while $6,695.00 was 
untraceable. (R. 148; Ex. 7.) 
Mason's testimony is a concession that the proven damages of 
$28,737.62 could be reduced by $13,357.62, leaving $15,380.00 in 
untraceable disbursements wrongfully paid to the builder by 
Western. (R. 148, 373; Ex. 6 and 7.) The $15,380.00 is the 
exact amount originally sought in Mason's Complaint and has been 
calculable from the beginning. (R. 1-2.) 
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 
The damages ultimately awarded in this case were fixed and 
ascertainable with mathmatical accuracy as of .the date of the 
wrong. Plaintiff is accordingly entitled to prejudgment interest 
from the date of the wrong. 
Plaintiff is also entitled to interest at the judgment 
rate, 12%, from the date of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions 
of Law which were the basis for the first judgment which was 
reversed on appeal. Plaintiff should not be penalized for 
defendant having originally persuaded the trial court to make an 
erroneous ruling in defendant's favor. 
This Court should further direct that the interest portion 
of the judgment is itself subject to interest at the judgment 
rate until paid. 
4 
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ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
MASON IS ENTITLED TO PREJUDGMENT INTEREST FROM THE 
DATE OF WESTERNS WRONGFUL ACTS. 
Western asserts that the trial court erred in awarding 
interest of $6,789.86, computed at the judgment rate from the 
date of the first judgment. Point II of this brief establishes 
the correctness of that ruling. This Court should not reach that 
issue, however, because Mason was and is entitled to prejudgment 
interest from the date of the wrong, which interest is in the 
amount of $10,904.21. 
Contrary to Western's assertions, Utah law is clear on the 
issue of the amount of interest to be awarded in this and other 
cases in contract law. It is well settled Utah law that prejudg-
ment interest should be awarded in a case where the loss is fixed 
as of a particular time and the loss can be calculated with math-
matical accuracy. 
Utah was one of the first states to recognize the logic and 
justice of prejudgment interest. 
[T]he courts in Texas and Utah, as far back 
as the early 1900's, recognized that prejudg-
ment interest was ordinarily a proper element 
of damages in an action upon contract, and 
that such interest should therefore be 
allowable in that type of case as a matter 
of right . . . . 
Annot., 60 A.L.R.3d 487, 497 (1974). The rule was recently 
reaffirmed by this Court as follows: 
5 
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As to the allowance of interest before 
judgment, this Court has heretofore spoken 
and the law in Utah is clear, viz: where 
the damage is complete and the amount of 
loss is fixed as of a particular time, and 
that loss can be measured by facts and 
figures, interest should be allowed from 
that time and not from the date of judgment. 
Biork v. April Industries, Inc.. 560 P.2d 315, 317 (Utah 1977). 
This case is a simple breach of contract action. The 
measure of damages is and was the amount wrongfully disbursed by 
Western in breach of contract offset by any concessions made by 
Mason as to funds that were actually utilized in her construc-
tion. The breach of contract damages are calculable, measured by 
facts and figures as set forth in Exhibits 6 and 7, and are in no 
way speculative. The loss was fixed as of a particular time and 
is easily calculated with mathmatical accuracy. 
As evidenced by Exhibit 6, unauthorized disbursements 
related to the east Santaquin home occurred on March 1, 10, 17, 
22, 1977 and May 3 and 19, 1977. Exhibit 7fs attachments show 
that unauthorized disbursements occurred on March 1, 10, 17, 22, 
1977 and April 3, 1977. 
It is clear that wrongful disbursements began in March of 
1977, and ended in May of 1977; therefore it is equally clear 
that the loss to Mason can be fixed as of June 1, 1977, in the 
amount of $15,380.00 ($28,737.62 reduced by the concession by 
Mason of funds actually used to her benefit, $13,357.62.) 
Utah Code Annotated section 15-1-1 (as amended 1985) allows 
for prejudgment interest to be calculated at 10% per annum from 
May 14, 1981. Prior to May 14, 1981, such interest accrued at 6% 
6 
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per annum. Mason is thus entitled to interest on $15,380.00 at 
6% per annum from June 1, 1981, to May 14, 1981, and at 10% per 
annum from May 14, 1981, to January 31, 1986, the date of the 
judgment now appealed from. The total prejudgment interest, as 
shown in the following table, is $10,904.21. 
Principal Period Rate Amount 
$15,380.00 June 1, 1977 to 6% $ 3,648.22 
May 14, 1981 
$15,380.00 May 14, 1981 to 10% $ 7,255.99 
January 31, 1986 
$10,904.21 
This Court need not even reach the question of the appro-
priateness of allowing judgment interest from the date of the 
original judgment after a reversal and remand. This case is 
clearly a contract case wherein damages are calculable from the 
time of the wrong and Mason is thus entitled to prejudgment 
interest as a matter of right. 
In Anderson v. State Farm Fire and Casualty, 583 P.2d 101 
(Utah 1978), an insured brought an action against his insurer to 
recover for the loss of personal property. Judgment was entered 
for the defendant insurer, State Farm. The insured appealed. 
This Court reversed and remanded, and held that the plaintiff 
insured was entitled to interest dating back to the loss: 
Prejudgment interest should be awarded in a 
case, such as this, where the loss is fixed 
as of a particular time and the amount of 
the loss can be calculated with mathmatical 
accuracy . . . . 
7 
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Anderson. 583 P.2d at 104 (citing Fell v. Union Pacific Railroad 
Co, . 32 Utah 101, 88 P. 1003 (1907); Uinta Pipeline Corp, v. 
White Superior Co,, 546 P.2d 885 (Utah 1976); Jack B. Parson 
Construction Co, v. State of Utah. 552 P.2d 107 (Utah 1976); 
Biork v, April Industries, Inc,, 560 P.2d 315 (Utah 1977)). 
Western's only argument against the allowance of prejudgment 
interest is its assertion that a requisite element is "the 
opposing party's delay in tendering the amount owing under an 
obligation." Mason admits that such language is found in dictum, 
in L & A Drvwall, Inc, v, Whitmore Construction Co,, 608 P.2d 
626, 629 (Utah 1980); however, a study of the multitude of Utah 
cases dealing with prejudgment interest will reveal that it is 
not mentioned in any of the other major cases, and was not meant 
as a prerequisite in even the L & A Drvwall case. See also 
Isaacson Structural Steel Co. v, Armco Steel Corp,, 640 P.2d 
812, 181 (Alaska 1982) (responsibility for delay of payment is 
not a factor in making an interest award) . The rule set forth 
repeatedly is simply: 
Prejudgment interest may be awarded in a case 
where the loss is fixed as of a particular 
time and the amount of the loss can be 
calculated with mathmatical accuracy, 
Joraensen v, John Clay and Co,, 660 P.2d 229, 233 (Utah 1983). 
Repeatedly, the examples given by this Court of inappropriate 
cases are: "personal injury, false imprisonment, wrongful death, 
defamation or the like." Id. 
8 
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Clearly, Mason is entitled to interest in the amount of at 
least $10,904.21.* 
POINT II 
MASON IS ENTITLED TO JUDGMENT INTEREST FROM 
THE DATE OF THE FIRST JUDGMENT. 
The trial court awarded Mason interest of $6,789.86, 
computed at the judgment rate of 12% from October 14, 1982, the 
date of the current judgment. Western challenges thsi award on 
two grounds: 1) that the rate of interest was improper; and 2) 
that the amount of the damages was not determinable until the 
date of the second judgment. Point I of this brief establishes 
that Mason was and is entitled in any event to prejudgment 
interst of at least $10,904.21. This point establishes that 
Mason is further entitled to judgment interest from the date of 
the initial entry of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of 
Law. 
Logic and common sense and justice dictate that Mason 
should not be penalized for opposing counsel having originally 
xThe total amount of interest to which Mason is entitled 
is prejudgment interest from June 1, 1977, to October 14, 1982, 
and judgment interest from that date to January 31, 1986. The 
totals are as follows: 
Principal Period Rate Amount 
$15,380.00 6/1/77 to 5/14/81 6% $ 3 , 6 4 8 . 2 2 
$15,380.00 5/14/81 to 10/14/82 10% $ 2,182.70 
$15,380.00 10/14/82 to 1/31/86 12% S 6.087.95 
TOTAL: $11,918.87 
9 
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persuaded the trial court to erroneously rule in Western's favor. 
This Court adopted that principle in Hewitt v. General Tire and 
Rubber Co. . 5 Utah 2d 379, 302 P.2d 712 (1956), which, although 
involving the reversal of a directed verdict, is the closest Utah 
case dealing with the logic behind allowing the ultimate prevail-
ing party interest from the date of the original judgment: 
Nor can we see any good reason why plaintiff 
should lose his interest because defendant 
was able to convince the trial court to make 
an erroneous ruling. 
Hewitt. 302 P.2d at 714. 
This view of justice is not unique to Utah, and contrary to 
Western's assertion that the denial of interest dating back to 
the original judgment after a reversal is "uniformly applied," 
Mason submits that the better rule is that relied upon in the 
states of Alaska, Connecticut and Texas.2 
Addressing this identical issue, the Supreme Court of 
Alaska faced the question of first impression: when post-
judgment interest should begin to accrue in favor of a successful 
appellant. Isaacson Structural Steel Co. v. Armco Steel Corp., 
640 P.2d 812 (Alaska 1982). The Alaska court considered the 
argument in Stockton Theaters, Inc. v. Palermo, 55 Cal. 2d 439, 
360 P.2d 76 (1961), which is also Western's strongest case. The 
Alaska court rejected the Stockton Theaters rule as applied in 
2Texas maintains a liberal prejudgment interest rule dating 
back to the early 1900's, as does Utah, and, under the same 
rationale, allows interest from the date of the original judgment 
following an appellate court reversal. Hewitt, supra. 
10 
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California and adopted what it referred to as "the better rule." 
The "better rule" is the one adopted in Texas: 
When the trial court's judgment is erroneous, 
the judgment of the court of civil appeals 
must take its place and plaintiff is entitled 
to interest from the date of the erroneous 
judgment. 
Thornal v. Carcrill. Inc., 587 S.W. 2d 384, 385 (Tex. 1979). See 
also American Paper Stock Co. v. Howard, 528 S.W. 2d 576, 577 
(Tex. 1975). 
The Connecticut courts apply the same rule: 
[E]rror was found in the judgment rendered 
for the defendant. Had the trial court 
rendered a judgment for the plaintiff as it 
should have done, interest would have been 
computed from the time of that judgment . . 
It is only just that interest as 
ordered by this court on the appeal be 
computed from such date. 
Pascack Valley Bank & Trust Co. v. Ritar Ford Sales, Inc., 295 
A.2d 667, 668 (Conn. App. 1972). 
The Alaska Supreme Court continued on to state that they 
were in accord with the Texas-Connecticut rule because it was 
more consistent with Alaska's view of prejudgment interest (as 
is Utah's with Texas): 
In Farnsworth v. Steiner, 638 P.2d 181 
(Alaska, 1981) we stated that post-judgment 
interest is "a form of compensating for the 
period that the [prevailing party] remains 
'less than whole'". . .. 
640 P.2d at 818. 
Furthermore, the Alaska court must have been faced with an 
argument similar to Western's theory that a delay of payment is 
a prerequisite to prejudgment or post-judgment interest because 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
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the court also stated that "we do not consider responsibility 
for a delay of payment as a factor in making an interest award," 
Farnsworth. 638 P.2d 181. 
Finally, the Alaska court states: 
[WJe think it clear that [the prevailing 
party] has suffered the loss of use of-money 
rightfully belonging to it from the time of 
the original judgment. We therefore hold 
that . . . [the prevailing party] is entitled 
to interest . . . from . . . the date of the 
original judgment. 
640 P.2d at 818 (citations, brackets and quotation marks omit-
ted) . 
Mason respectfully urges that Utah adopt the Alaska-Texas-
Connecticut line of cases which are consistent with Utah's view 
of prejudgment interest and the rationale of fairness and 
justice to the prevailing party which this Court has ruled was 
wrongfully deprived of $15,380.00 from June of 1977. 
POINT III 
PLAINTIFF IS ENTITELD TO INTEREST ON THE TOTAL 
JUDGMENT, INCLUDING THE INTEREST 
PORTION THEREOF. 
The judgment rendered by the trial court consisted of 
principal, interest and costs. Western has paid the principal 
and costs, leaving only the interest unpaid. Mason respectfully 
requests that this Court specify in its decision on this case 
that Mason is entitled to recover the interest that will have 
accrued on the unpaid interest portion of the judgment during 
the pendency of this appeal. 
12 
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Utah Code Ann. § 15-1-4 (1986) provides that judgments 
shall bear interest at the rate of 12% per annum. The interest 
assessment which Western is now appealing constituted part of 
the judgment. Mason is, therefore, entitled to interest on that 
interest at the rate of 12% per annum until paid. Security 
Insurance Co. of Hartford v. Houser, 191 Colo. 189, 552 P.2d 
308, 311 (1976); Walker v. St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Co., 
671 P.2d 672 (Okla. 1983). 
CONCLUSION 
Mason is entitled to prejudgment interest in the total sum 
of $11,918.87. This Court should order this case remanded with 
instructions to modify the judgment to include interest in that 
amount. 
In the alternative, this Court should affirm the trial 
court's award of interst in the amount of $6,789.86, either on 
the ground that plaintiff is entitled to judgment interest from 
the date of the prior judgment, or on the ground that any error 
was harmless because plaintiff was entitled to a greater amount 
of interest than that awarded by the trial court. 
This Court should further direct that Mason is entitled to 
recover the interest which will accrue on the unpaid interest 
during the pendency of this appeal. 
SUBMITTED this l& day of December, 1986. 
JACKSON HOWARD (J 
LESLIE W. SLAUGH 
DANIELLE EYER DAVIS, for: 
HOWARD, LEWIS & PETERSEN 
Attorneys for Plaintiff-Respondent 
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11U West 4UU NOl 
CONTRACTOR'S AUTHORIZATION FOR PAYMENT 
Number Payee 
EXHIBIT 
+9 7*/ 
NO. £ J 
Signed By 
Scott / Cleo 
JT7 
0/77 
frr 
>/77 
7/77 
\T-77 
7-77 
Glen Scott 
Glen Scott 
Thorpe Vault Co 
B.C^G. Enterprises 
Zebco 
Glen Scott 
H and H Backhoe 
Walt Limb Constr. 
Linford Bro Glass 
Hudson Plumbing 
Gagon & Peck 
Burdick Lumber 
Walt Limb Constr •• 
Davis Home Center 
Dennis J. Rowley 
H & H Backhoe 
Red-E Mix 
Glen 
ti 
it 
ti 
t? 
ti 
Glen 
tf 
ft 
Scott 
It 
It 
It 
H 
II 
Scott 
11 
11 
l-7f 8 
Burdick Lumber 
Buffo 
H & H Backhoe 
Gan Roofing Supply 
Anderson Lumber 
Mike Cox 
Ellis Masonry 
P-K Wholesale 
Davis Home Center 
D & C Builders 
$ 1,075.00-
1,145.00 
187.08-
154.74-
134.00 
575.00-
110.00-
408.75 -
278.11 -
430.00-
568.30 -
2,077.66 -
104.00 
15.40 
150.00 
145.00 -
1,424.76 
. 1,995.00 
235.00 
490.00 
840.00 
315.00 
675.00 
1,185.00 
1,015.00 
935.00 
1,575.00 
65.00 
260.00 
51.50 
271.00 
127.00 
125.00 
520.00 -
2.51 
1,475.00 
$ 2,220.00 
1,050.82 
1,795.16 
3,916.82 
4,550.00 
3,135.00 
2,997.01 
1,475.00 
X 
X 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
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East Santaqum H' * 
110 West 400 Norn* 
page 2 
Contractor's Authorization for Payment — Cont. 
Number Payee 
T-f-77 9. 
\ 
V * 
'.. -; '1 
! 
Spartech 
Interstate Brick 
Davis Bros 
P-K Wholesale 
P-K Wholesale 
Multimax 
Indico 
Linford Glass 
All Weather Insul. 
Hudson Plumbing 
Anderson Lumber 
Burdick Lumber 
$ 105.00 
64.40 
3.41 
10.00 
23.36 
600.90 
374.24-
517.13 
233.22-
515.00 -
9.81-
22.25 $ 2,W.72 
Scott / Cleo 
10. 
11. 
S-3-77 
5-11-77 12 
Dan Morgan 
Duane Rasmussen 
797.36 -
207.00 
797.36 
207.00 
TOTAL: %'rf,C'2--2.Sl>? 
11 of 12 were signed by Scott. 
5" of 12 were countersigned by Cleo. 
Total Disbursements unauthorized: $ /¥,##/. *</• 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
CONTRA^fOR'S AUTHORIZATION FOR i ^YMENT 
Loan No.. Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Ogden, Utah 
/~1C 
.19 
To: WESTERN MORTGAGE LOAN CORPORATION 
This authorizes you to pay the following subcontractors or suppliers the sums indicated below for labor and/or 
naterials furnished and delivered by said payees to the undersigned for construction of buildings and improvements 
,n Lot f Block / * / > & ft** AJ S/btf7? rt *S, AJ CAT*// _ 
ML 
aid payment to be charged to the undersigned with respect to your Loan No. 
I receipt and lien release shall be executed by the payees named below: 
SUB-CONTRACTOR OR SUPPLIER 
&*, t£s7T 
c«tr± 
TYPE OF WORK TO BE DONE 
OR MATERIALS SUPPLIED 
yt+"*»i -P*n,Akm 
fmtoAy fiatl* 0*T * ? ? A f i 
S£fi1k.f9<r MJ+«2-
/ 
^ 
W fc^ 
£-®UD JAN 27 
• 
No. on 
coat 
brkdwn. 
yj Li-^rf 
U-3< 
\wr 
AMOUNT 
J.S7<T 
'*-* ' 
222a< 
Miscellaneous 
DATED / . X & . 7 7 
aioNJcn s4&J?/L*<*!>f Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
* > 
Loan No. 
CONTRACTOR'S AUTHORIZATION FOR xAYMENT L -^ 
Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Ogden, Utah __ 
g- /P .»22 
.19 
To: WESTERN MORTGAGE LOAN CORPORATION 
This authorizes you to pay the following subcontractors or suppliers the sums indicated below for labor and/01 
materials furnished and delivered by said payees to the undersigned for construction of buildings and improvement! 
on Lot 1 Block //fl LKJ u<to +* £*H*ST/ £,JJ 
said payment to be charged to the undersigned with respect to your Loan No.. 
A receipt and lien release shall be executed by the payees named below: 
SUB-CONTRACTOR OR SUPPLIER TYPE OF WORK TO BE DONE OR MATERIALS SUPPLIED 
No. on 
cost 
brkd 
i i 
AMOUNT MiaceUaneoun 
^Tvv.on.p£ 1) vc^vrr- Co \- 9aa C*c -r/+/*/t~ a \?l*? 
2Ao g 3*o *b <>p(3tKAt/iUie. 
fc. C. 6. g^-reyg^s^^ 
* 
"27BSZ - 3*C7S . JUasrf*. 7 /*K7£. 
t 1&3£e> A^r/^C A*G*. 1 n<f.»* 
E Gk&AS ^toTT i*t*S*A.(k&fX* 57£ *o 
, \ 
T-^J 
\ I-
V -
,1 
1& 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
m AS i 
3 O * ? 
joan No. 
CONTRAv.i'OR'S AUTHORIZATION FOR >AYMENT w J -^ 
Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Ogden, Utah 
?-/ " .w22 
.19 
?o: WESTERN MORTGAGE LOAN CORPORATION 
This authorizes you to pay the following subcontractors or suppliers the sums indicated below for labor and/or 
laterials furnished and delivered by said payees to the undersigned for construction of buildings and improvements 
Sw^7V 0H..Z HTrtA/ „ nLot f- Block >/tf UJ HlJL +^t 
aid payment to be charged to the undersigned with respect to your Loan No. 
. receipt and lien release shall be executed by the payees named below: 
B-CONTRACTOR OR SUPPLIER TYPE OF WORK TO BE DONE OR MATERIALS SUPPLIED 
No. on 
cost 
brkdwn. 
AMOUNT Miscellaneous 
/y /S*0f-> ?A*SQ lu*r*Z -p«si ft/2* //S>& 
£*/c -fcC- 7? PtfJT 
t»/&&&** 6/+S? 
PGHMS 
A/*/Q**>£ 2*2. 27 \ \27£y/ 
? *j "loo g ^ 0O&* pfanG f?SS Z£ &fr.a* 
~f?&^ tfft& ? Ar>/iw< £#!> £* y/9m 7 J&. &£s* 
& 
r -rV <& 
« ^ i 
PAID MAR 02 !Sl£t 
X 
DATED ornvvn toy/Mr* 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
Mil NO. 
/;/4i ; t VfiacfC / 52/-0ffyn *- ^ 
CONTRACTOR'S AUTHORIZATION FOR PAYMENT 
S/Qdf Salt Lake City, Utah ____JJ^lZLg_ 
Ogtten, Utah. 
^72 
.19 
o: WESTERN MORTGAGE LOAN CORPORATION 
This authorizes you to pay the following subcontractors or suppliers the sums indicated below for labor and/or 
taterials furnished and delivered by said payees to the undersigned for construction of buildings and improvements 
1 Lot / Block //tf *J Y09 f* S#**T* QC**+« l*7~ 
lid payment to be charged to the undersigned with respect to your Loan No. 
> receipt and lien release shall be executed by the payees named below: 
SUB-CONTRACTOR OR SUPPLIER TYPE OF WORK TO BE DONE OR MATERIALS SUPPLIED Miscellaneous 
C/«L£M mftg/t * « * ^ d r * i 
hi »J t*o JU P*y&*~ QTLLC <^(* 
UJ&VTAS<KG c**»*T~r* £*t fitf /*<*<* 
B>M.T / /2*Y 6tt p+ifi**. 
Tfr<ui ^  Mm f^c. gtWTg*. JS0g> 
3>v 3 r €++*T,Gk„~.vT f*Wl /P. 
400/* g/W»«i *J f&*iCs*y 3c+fo 
<*T. I kl»t>o~ U1+* Y\ 12k 0C> 
Jf4u (I fit it \l*e. 
s.t+^j&przzig*} £*€£- - kJ/pl—A i^r /fryroo 
L *&?* «&) 271'£><6*"»S 
fhty 
C^c-fusTe. JR 
IM. 76 
T?ffl WiAHlHSn 
2jli.ll-
w^ Z 9/(& 
-/n^i*? SIGNED £ Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
-&S- /*i*tU /JJtlcet / %V- OH <? ^<- • a^-^> CONTRACTOR'S AUTHORIZATION FOR fr«01ENT 
oan No.. Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Ogtien, Utah 
?~ /7 -*2Z 
- 1 9 „ 
b: WESTERN MORTGAGE LOAN CORPORATION 
This authorizes you to pay the following subcontractors or suppliers the sums indicated below for labor and/or 
laterials furnished and delivered by said payees to the undersigned for construction of bujldings and improvements 
i Lot / Block //f? <(> ^tUT /V ,&//** fTfcvuv (L~ 
id payment to be charged to the undersigned with respect to your Loan No. 
receipt and lien release shall be executed by the payees named below: 
SUB-CONTRACTOR OR SUPPLIER TYPE OF WORK TO BE DONE OR MATERIALS SUPPLIED 
No. on 
cost 
brkdwj brkdwjbrp 
AMOUNT Miscellaneous 
ft&sy , j H j y s7 rr>;*r)n/sV'G' -~ 
/f £>£ +r^s-7*Sf &A/&?? M7K JUT** 
JL JA'Srtcc ixffrm'L **«£ 7f 
D/2., cc /£/!,?<, j£s& ?Z~ $ & & 
n //vcT/£('C ,
<>&?rfr7>*^' 
OaM* fr/?c&*; V& V/r^ 
/ / Q ^ C / < L / < CC P tTCi+ IQ,-^ 
/?W D Gf>0&& ' ?t?g &m 
r 
3/Z-•x> 
IftUf^g; i<.UV> tiS^Cs LL f*7<r* 
fl<cf£*r>) 
PAIDI 
MARZX, T2W 
tsro* 
DATED 3~ /7V SIGNED. 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
"/COS tftfS / tecfC * 52/-t1f£/</rC
 J
- 3 
CONTRACTOR'S AUTHORIZATION FOR PAYMENT 
>>an No.. Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Ogden, Utah 
3-2-2 
.v>2L 
.19 
Po: WESTERN MORTGAGE LOAN CORPORATION 
This authorizes you to pay the following subcontractors or suppliers the sums indicated below for labor and/or 
oaterials furnished and delivered by said payees to the undersigned for construction^ of buildings and improvements 
n Lot /. Block '/C tU L/tc ^ <^^T/ &*,,**• *t7fr <*/ 
aid payment to be charged to the undersigned with respect to your Loan No. 
i receipt and lien release shall be executed by the payees named below: 
SUB-CONTRACTOR OR SUPPLIER TYPE OF^WORK TO BE DONE OR MATERIALS SUPPLIED 
No. on 
cost 
brkdwn. 
AMOUNT Miscellaneous 
Q/fKr S??»/7" ^Ctf &/=*77»e;s€ fo^lilti* 
f£*Slt*J& M2 M& &> 
dfe&xs/z Ml Q£L & 
MO 
•*$r 
**mi 
3 - f i * ^ 
o- nn. *y-) O T A U V n y^rT^J^F /O^/df 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
Ci_^—£- CONTRAC * OR'S AUTHORIZATION FOR P~ tfMENT 
Mm NO. g.H T .air- Pity TT+*h 4 ^ - / f 
Ogd«n, Utah 
,w2Z 
.19 
»: WESTERN MORTGAGE LOAN CORPORATION 
This authorizes you to pay the following subcontractors or suppliers the sums indicated below for labor and/or 
aterials furnished and delivered by said payees to the undersigned for construction of buildings and improvements 
T M / nWlr //C r r J WSV S,AKS?*t (Put ' ^ . 
id payment to be charged to the undersigned with respect to your Loan No. 
receipt and lien release shall be executed by the payees named below: 
/ -
SUB-CONTRACTOR OR 8UPPUER TYPE OF WORK TO BE DONE OR MATERIALS SUPPLIED 
No. on 
cost 
brkdwn. 
AMOUNT 
& 4 * 
Miflcell&neout 
U\*^r SV L i 2 ^H,rvwk3^7, <£?A/W/3/^< / - /^^/^c 3v-
i t , 6 11'' < 
/ v <\? -
fJ<*ts> ~2&-cn /,S'7r.<Z-
91-
7?t 
*uJ*7 
12*' 
rrr- ri« .M rt 
n£&> P&*,/ GfTntS. 2 Z ^ 
/ZLce 
1coc< bS.<?& 
<¥+#A**/s<£^ 
MoOQ 
t/C* Wn 
/£({( C <? WJk/^ h 5(/ P 3& O r>o 
/MT> &/?•&•£ /fee oUfl^y^-
/3*s fizoAL* ^ttj>rtfy 221 &?Q 
JMLL (YfrCS 
r y ^ j & v u . Aut,K>A*n. 3>6- 25U** 
/4oLD 
<?'Z. 
A"C&<l*iiT-VSfttF- APR go lab? ?>/** 
*fcr- C(bv an 1>7,cr> 
- tfqCp fro£ A^2) 3o^ 2c <* /J. «v> /<?C-e-e.i M££=, 
~(A(*\ /77,J<**,r>.i ~36~- 7^5" oo 
- ^ 
"Z 
4ocn fes2fCS£ uUOO/X. {••• 
/C'O-co / • > . • " /<"> rr 
?C ,f\ *-<r\
 : 
Mocn (Icof- fti&T 
<&l r 
Sfv *3f ^s/ssfo fltiTrs trr 
tf&n 
£n/*f3^> / » / - ^ A 
~t 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
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Xf+f> ' > * V / 
,oan No.. 
CONTRACTOR'S AUTHORIZATION FOR 
ty***? 
i 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Ogden, Utah 
fMENT 
V- -?P-
.19. 
.19. 
~?S 
To: WESTERN MORTGAGE LOAN CORPORATION 
This authorizes you to pay the following subcontractors or suppliers the sums indicated below for labor and/or 
naterials furnished and delivered by said payees to the undersigned for construction of buildings and improvements 
•n Lot <L Block //<> (A/ &/>/!# <> *~M-fa ^*~ C,f-7F9-/V: 
laid payment to be charged to the undersigned with respect to your Loan No. 
V receipt and lien release shall be executed by the payees named below: 
SUB-CONTRACTOR OR SUPPLIER 
pJ-C fec±,LQtt<L 
TYPE OF WORK TO BE DONE 
OR MATERIALS SUPPLIED 
*SsOss*:6 
^ 
^ 
, ^ 
\ 
No. on 
cost 
brkdwn. 
/7 
W 
0 
• 
AMOUNT 
JJ/eo.** 
7f° 
JTvpr" 
r ' f * n 
Miscellaneous 
DATED. V-27-77 SIGNED 
/ 
rrrS?K Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
1 0 0 5 #9 
oan No. 
CONTRACTOR'S AUTHORIZATION FOR PAYMENT 
Mas 1 Parcel 1 521-084950-203 
Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Ogden, Utah 
May 5 .19-ZX. 
.19 
o: WESTERN MORTGAGE LOAN CORPORATION 
This authorizes you to pay the following subcontractors or suppliers the sums indicated below for labor and/or 
aterials furnished and delivered by said payees to the undersigned for construction of buildings and improvements 
j Lot ] Block 110 Wpst 400 N n r t h S a n f a q n i n , TTfah 
rid payment to be charged to the undersigned with respect to your Loan No. 
receipt and lien release shall be executed by the payees named below: 
SUB-CONTRACTOR OR SUPPLIER TYPE OP WORK TO BE DONE OR MATERIALS SUPPLIED 
No. on 
cost 
brkdwn. 
AMOUNT Miscellaneous 
Spartech VlCM-t) 5P: 
~/ , 1Z10 ic 52C0 IA/ 
I n t e r s t a t e B r i c k MCHBr/l/m Sffii 
Moving Dirt 40 f f 
105-00 
Brick 30 WMC 
Davis Bros, .WAPUM 1/fAh N a i l s 50 7 
? 
341 
~S ~W* k.S50\H-
P-K W h o l e s a l e PiM,Ubk WbOl 
P/K \Th n 1 e s a 1 e ?r* 16. u iati MM 
Shingles n 
f0-C6 
1 
$33-36 
7 
S h i n g l e s 57 25-36 
5"3SO BLUH U\M-
MiiTrimaT Srn< Late C\h, \.\hu mitn j & up 
we 
S/BnrV M a t e r i a l ft r Z3l'Q0 %&g <*«>* 
# 25 South Qoo west 
TniH r n Satf UteC^MMx WM Fireplace a f 37^ 24 / 12^75-7C0W. fo&xW 
M n - f n r d m a « « <?<» H a l» fl'/T, W//rt 
T.i n f nrd CHass 
W i n d o w s 27 f 2/7 #> "N 
Windows 30 f IS. 00 
T.infnrrl H l a ^ Windows 37r 3 o - ^ cr 
Linfnrd Glass Windows 42'/ 
•j 
ITO-oo 
/ 
T.-ijwfnrH HI a<;g Windows 52) ? MS. 13 
5&Z Sc 400 wtost 
, TWtf , L/fVik 54G>0/ 
A ] > " W g f l f h g r T n c i i l a t - i n n ? I n s u l a t i o n 33 
T> llpS.OD 1 * " ' > • 512. 5c <4CC West 
. . . ,, , PrctfCLt+unZnioi 
A l l W p a t h a r Tnsn l a t i rm 
"Hudson Plumbing 
Tnsulation Z. ^zV ^ f-22 J 
fey i r ,3^.60 
T 
/ 
484 N. 200 E. 
- ? * *& • iasa ib rf ICC-CO 
Orem. Utah ^ 7 ^ J£iL V ft ZdQ 
jtfY.- 7fr# 
x 
Anxferson Box 115 P r o v o Lumber. 
urdick Lumber. 101 N. 100 iv. Payson 
DATBS Mav. 5 _, 1 <5 7 7 
4C J 
3'LL 
5"f 
- 2 1 
Z76r.CC 
1K-<-L 
JoL-jS 
Z 
~mrv\ 
arn.-Kiv»r\ f-:Cu j?>y) Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
'60S 
.oan No.. 7/ 
CONTRACTOR'S AUTHORIZATION FOR LAMENT 
A««/ P«>c*t I SZl-ofUtro-lo^ 
Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Ogden, Utah 
.19.ZZ 
.19 
?o: WESTERN MORTGAGE LOAN CORPORATION 
This authorizes you to pay the following subcontractors or suppliers the sums indicated below for labor and/or 
oaterials furnished and delivered by said payees to the undersigned for construction of buildings and improvements 
n Lot L Block <(Q W L*Oo At 5'««T» &u :„ 
aid payment to be charged to the undersigned with respect to your Loan No. 
i receipt and lien release shall be executed by the payees named below: 
SUB-CONTRACTOR OR SUPPLIER 
OAH »*0*$, A * HofA 
-
TYPE OF WORK TO BE DONE 
OR MATERIALS SUPPLIED 
$/ r&ch tf&tm^ 
f ^ . . jr 
PA\h 5-4-17 
, 
1 No. on 
cost 
brkdwxx. 
\3U 
ngr--^-
AMOUNT 
717.56 
1 ^ - ^ 
Miscellaneous 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
( ( 
CONTRACTOR'S AUTHORIZATION FOR PAYMENT 
Mas f pam£ i 5Z\-t\W50-343 
Salt Lake City, Utah 5" / / *\ \9l2 
Ogden, Utah 19 — 
To: WESTERN MORTGAGE LOAN CORPORATION 
This authorizes you to pay the following subcontractors or suppliers the sums indicated below for labor and/c 
naterials furnished and delivered by said payees to the undersigned for construction of buildings and improvement 
»n L o t _ J Block Hfi u)t^ HCO fit). Ahntn^mx ; 
aid payment to be charged to the undersigned with respect to your Loan No. 
I receipt and lien release shall be executed by the payees named below: 
SUB-CONTRACTOR OR SUPPLIER 
(Li) 
• 
TYPE OF WORK TO BE DONE 
OR MATERIALS SUPPLIED 
li-irtfikifi OAhpubia 
y ' 6-
No. on 
cost 
brkdwn. 
35 
AMOUNT 
ijCl-M 
Miscellaneous 
Loan No 
DATED SIGNED 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
WEST Santaquin Hor 
120 West 400 Nortir-
CONTRACTOR'S AUTHORIZATION FOR PAYMENT 
PLAINTIFF'S 
EXHIBIT 
4f7£/ 
NO. j 
Number Payee 
Signed By 
Scott / Cleo 
1. 
5. 
9. 
Glen Scott 
Glen Scott 
Thorpe Vault Co 
B.C.G. Enterprises 
Zebco 
Glen Scott 
Linford Glass 
H & H Backhoe 
H & H Backhoe 
Hudson Plumbing 
Gagon & Peck Inc. 
Bardick Lumber 
Red-E Mix 
Anderson Lumber 
H & H Backhoe 
Dennis J. Rowley 
Walt Limb Co. 
Davis Home Center 
Glen Scott 
" •» 
ii ti 
II H 
II II 
ii n 
Glen Scott 
it it 
n ii 
Burdick Lumber 
Buffo 
H & H Backhoe 
Gan Roofing Supply 
Anderson Lumber 
Mike Cox 
Ellis Masonry 
P-K Wholesale 
Davis Home Center 
P & C Building 
Interstate Brick 
Davis Bros. 
Multimax 
Indico 
Ace Rents 
Linford Glass 
Spartech 
$ 1,075.00 
1,145.00-
187.08 
154.74 
134.00 
575.00 
278.21 
145.00 
110.00 
430.00 
568.30 
2,077.66 
1,424.76 
195.59 
145.00 
150.00 
104.00 
15.40 
1,995.00 
235.00 
490.00 
840.00 
315.00 
675.00 
1,195.00 
1,015.00 
935.00 
1,575.00 
65.00 
740.00 
51.50 
421.40 
147.00 
125.00 
520.00 
2.51 
1,475.00 
6 4.40 
3.40 
600.92 
374.24 
55.00-
611.00 
105.00 
$ 2,220. 
1,050, 
1,531 
4,112 
4,550, 
3,1^5. 
3,647. 
1,475. 
00 
82 
.51 
.41 
00 
00 
41 
00 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
West Santaquin Home 
120 West 400 North 
Contractor's Authorization - Cont. 
Scott / Cleo 
9. Cont. 
Hudson Plumbing ($515.00 - not 
paid) 
B & J Construct. 600.0Q- 2 ^ »V7.18 x x 
10. Dan Morgan 797.36- 797.36 x 
11. Fred Christensen 200.00 200.00 
TOTAL: $ Z5£t(*s(/) 
\ 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
>i 
oan No.. 
$*% • i ) — u•-•/. >>*•/ t f - . C'A'^ 
CONTRACTOR'S AUTHORIZATION FOR PAYMENT 
Salt Lake City, Utah _ 
Ogden, Utah, . 1 9 _ 
>: WESTERN MORTGAGE LOAN CORPORATION 
This authorizes you to pay the following subcontractors or suppliers the sums indicated below for labor and/or 
Aerials furnished and delivered by said payees to the undersigned for construction of buildings and improvements 
L o t _ J 2 ^ _ Block /0Q U/ '/& f &tf**r/V*/*** 6<7^f 
id payment to be charged to the undersigned with respect to your Loan No. 
receipt and lien release shall be executed by the payees named below: 
SUB-CONTRACTOR OR SUPPLIER 
pi&fijfc&afF7 
" (t>Sf± 
y 
/ 
/ 
/ 
' / / 
/ . l\ 
/ \^ 
/' / \ - / 
, 1 
\ / \ . / 
!
, " / 
\ / . 
v _ z ^ 
TYPE OF WORK TO BE DONE 
OR MATERIALS SUPPLIED 
r£n*><L - /hn**tr± 
Co^mcntr* Cwj p/u fafs 
S«nt/*y frx/l o&r tfT& fha? 
5£0Z T&ST &es&l 
^ \ 
i 
j 
/ • 
\ / 
/ 
/ / 
No. on 
cost 
brkdwn. 
/-2-
I-
2 -
V 
.y-
±J2_ 
l-
hv-
AMOUNT 
/oTsr^ 
f * 
Arts"' 
-*>i<r 
lot> 
iir 
-nr 
/(/» 
K?r 
?c«? 
Ulip.^ 
Miscellaneoufl 
DATED /« - 2~C ~ y^ SIGNED *s£^l^/2^r4/ Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
• - > 
Loan No.. 
CONTRACTOR'S AUTHORIZATION FOR PAYMENT 
Salt Lake City, Utah ^? - SO 
Ogden, Utah 
.i»2Z 
.19 
To: WESTERN MORTGAGE LOAN CORPORATION 
This authorizes you to pay the following subcontractors'or suppliers the sums indicated below for labor and/o 
naterials furnished and delivered by said payees to the undersigned for construction of buildings and improvement 
n Lot 3 = Block '*** "J *"*> *S ^jt+JTrouf** ^ wr&Af 
aid payment to be charged to the undersigned with respect to your Loan No. 
^ receipt and lien release shall be executed by the payees named below: 
SUB-CONTRACTOR OR SUPPLIER TYPE OF WORK TO BE DONE OR MATERIALS SUPPLIED 
No. on 
cott 
brkdwn 
AMOUNT Miscellaneous 
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ITERN MORTGAGE LOAN CORPORATION 
9 authorizes you to pay the following subcontractors or suppliers the sums indicated below for labor and/or 
f
 said payees 
/ Zo CJJ 
furnished and delivered by i   to the undersigned for construction of buildings and improvements 
Block. 
>nt to be charged to the undersigned with respect to your Loan No. 
md lien release shall be executed by the payees named below: 
>NTRACTOR OR SUPPLIER TYPE OF WORK TO BE DONE OR MATERIALS SUPPLIED 
No. on 
cost 
brkdwn, 
AMOUNT Miscellaneous 
up Ckt%£S 
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CONTRAC 3R'S AUTHORIZATION FOR 
SAH Lake City, Utah. 
Ogden, Utah 
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.\*5L 
.19 
WESTERN MORTGAGE LOAN CORPORATION 
This authorizes you to pay the following subcontractors or suppliers the sums indicated below for labor and/or 
ials furnished and delivered by saidj>ayees to the undersigned for construction of buildings and improvements 
t 2 - Block 
 p
iayment to be charged to the undersigned with respect to your Loan No. 
eipt and lien release shall be executed by the payees named below: 
UB-CONTRACTOR OR SUPPLIER TYPE OF WORK TO BE DONE OR MATERIALS SUPPLIED 
No. on 
cott 
brkdwn. 
AMOUNT 
v-
Miscellaneous 
g q . P / g . ; £ Ifis+jfam. s/L^sisG+tZ H tymflL 
A/ /e& cO {p*-y^o+^ 
r> £ mi* A</ZW 
•¥-
«S ?C4 /g / 4 f t / £ f l Cn^fitf't--
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/. fiey T ///vOfVw OT 
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: WESTERN MORTGAGE LOAN CORPORATION 
This authorizes you to pay the following subcontractors or suppliers the suras indicated below for labor and/or 
.terials furnished and delivered by said payees to the undersigned for construction of buildings and improvements 
I x > t _ _ _ Z L _ _ _ _ Block /2J> c/J Veffr^ <?,>,•; 77 ft»ee/ &LL 
d payment to be charged to the undersigned with respect to your Loan No, 
receipt and lien release shall be executed by the payees named below: 
SUB-CONTRACTOR OR SUPPLIER 
•> 
/, 
ft 
V 
/ / 
'/ 
'/ 
D/C/4-ttO ) 
I TYPE OF WORK TO BE DONE i N ° 6 ° n 
OR MATERIALS SUPPLIED Ifcrkdwn 
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\ 1-^2 
/</' 
~ / \ 
AMOUNT 
V),-9/s^ 
Kj3js& 
r *&*• 
'Moss. 
•^r^'-
67S& 
4?&A 
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To: WESTERN MORTGAGE LOAN CORPORATION 
This authorizes you to pay the following subcontractors or suppliers the sums indicated below for labor and/or 
materials furnished and delivered by said payees to the undersigned for construction of buildings and improvements 
on Lot £ Block /2c?*/ vs<" A* t\&«srt /fk'.i^ ,<?r*tS 
said payment to be charged to the undersigned with respect to your Loan No. 
A receipt and lien release shall be executed by the payees named below: 
SUB-CONTRACTOR OR SUPPLIER 
(~? ^ S v ^SfVff // 
TYPE OF WORK TO BE DONE 
OR MATERIALS SUPPLIED 
• ^CU fcre%,c*/ 
'J^n/'in1 
//\>*7/< (: 
No. on 
cost 
brkdwn. 
\22-
/W' 
^ 
AMOUNT 
././<xs^ 
/V/>'k 
<?**>* 
3 / * * 
Miscellaneous 
Y 
V 
V 
, 
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WESTERN MORTGAGE LOAN CORPORATION 
This authorizes you to pay the following subcontractors or suppliers the sums indicated below for labor and/or 
srials furnished and delivered by said payees to the undersigned for construction of buildings and improvements 
ot & Block /?s> UJ 4 ^ / ^ *5s**s?^/0,r„T<j 
payment to be charged to the undersigned with respect to your Loan No. 
ceipt and lien release shall be executed by the payees named below: 
SUB-CONTRACTOR OR SUPPLIER TYPE OF WORK TO BE DONE OR MATERIALS SUPPLIED 
No. on 
cost 
brkdwn. 
AMOUNT Miscellaneous 
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WESTERN MORTGAGE LOAN CORPORATION 
This authorizes you to pay the following subcontractors or suppliers the sums indicated below for labor and/or 
erials furnished and delivered by said payees to the undersigned for construction of buildings and improvements 
x t IL Block /2*/AJ AftCA/ 3tfrf7/l6h><-'* ££ZI 
. payment to be charged to the undersigned with respect to your Loan No. 
eceipt and lien release shall be executed by the payees named below: 
SUB-CONTRACTOR OR SUPPLIER TYPE OF WORK TO BE DONE OR MATERIALS SUPPLIED 
No. on 
cost 
brkdwn. 
AMOUNT Miscellaneous 
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Cj CONTRACTOR'S AUTHORIZATION FOk PAYMENT 
Mas 2 Parcel 2 521-084951-203 
3an No Salt Lake City, Utah MaY 5 
Ogden, Utah ' - .19 
a: WESTERN MORTGAGE LOAN CORPORATION 
This authorizes you to pay the following subcontractors or suppliers the sums indicated below for labor and/or 
aterials furnished and delivered by said payees to the undersigned for construction, of buildings and improvements 
Lot. KinMr 120 West 400 North Santaquin 
id payment to be charged to the undersigned with respect to your Loan No. 
receipt and lien release shall be executed by the payees named below: 
SUB-CONTRACTOR OR SUPPLIER TYPE OF WORK TO BE DONE OR MATERIALS SUPPLIED Miscellaneous 
^uo s- 5ZDQ w 
I n t e r s t a t e Brick W.TnrHmijiffi?17 Prick 
3avis Bros, Sanftaquin, Ut. Nai l s 
11-lb2.O0VicW'r 53S0 fo/ey Unt 4 u l t i m a x SAii-LoJ^CLtv.urah M107 S/Rock 
JrZfSouih 900 West [ndico SfiUUkteCih. utnh WW Fireplaces 437424 
(745Sou#i Sfafe 
\ce Rents Orm.irtnk Wfl57 Transport Cat 
. inford Glass Ml/ihCiN^HQ 
. inford Glass^latefrtytffrft WlO 
Windows 
Windows 
^inford Glass Windows 
AnfQTd Glagg Windows 
>nartech Choldl Moving d ir t -Excavat ing 
m Weather Insu la t ion 
tudson Plumbing Plumbing 
484 N. 200 E. Orem, Utah 
5 J. Cont, Septictank 
<p \fo 
DATED May, s1977 
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: WESTERN MORTGAGE LOAN CORPORATION 
This authorizes you to pay the following subcontractors or suppliers the sums indicated below for labor and/or 
Lerials furnished and delivered by said payees to the undersigned for construction of buildings and improvements 
Lot 2 - Block I1rti~ Uco/V. S+MT&g*,* 
1 payment to be charged to the undersigned with respect to your Loan No. 
eceipt and lien release shall be executed by the payees named below: 
SUB-CONTRACTOR OR SUPPLIER 
0 All fr fbf «H ^oll 
1 TYPE OF WORK TO BE DONE 
OR MATERIALS SUPPLIED 
$ frock hc,/,^ 
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1 No. on 
cost 
brkdwn. 
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(7473* 
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